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		Betting Sites in Ireland
	

	
		
Top Betting Companies for 2024:




		Bookmaker	Rating	Bonus	Claim
	[image: ]	Fafabet	4.9/5	€50 + €20 Free Bet
	Visit Site
	New Customers only. Deposit and bet on any sportsbook Markets with min odds of 2.0. Get 50% Back of your first days' losses as a Free bet up to €50+€20 Casino Bonus.
	[image: ]	Rhino Bet	4.9/5	Bet €20 Get €20 in Free bets
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 
	[image: ]	BzeeBet	4.9/5	100% upto €100 Welcome Bonus
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 
	[image: ]	LeoVegas Sport	4.8/5	Bet €10 get €30
	Visit Site
	18+ LeoSafePlay.com. New customers only. Mobile Only. €10 minimum deposit activates 3x €10 Free Bets. Valid for 7 days. Full T&Cs below. Please Play Responsibly.
	[image: ]	888sport	4.7/5	100% upto €100
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 
	[image: ]	Mr play	4.6/5	€15 Free Bet
	Visit Site
	 18+, Welcome Bonus: New Players only, 1st Deposit, Min Deposit: €10, max €15 bonus, valid for 14 days, bets must be placed at a min. odds of 1/1 (2.00) or greater and be settled within 14 days of placement.System bets no eligible.
	[image: ]	BetRegal	4.4/5	€100 Welcome Bonus
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 
	[image: ]	Novibet	4.3/5	€50 Free Bet
	Visit Site
	18+ | IE new customers only | Max €50 in free bets | Min bet €10 | Guaranteed €40 in free bets | Additional €10 in free bet if first bet is settled as lost | Bonus Code: BETFREE50 | Min odds 7/10 (1.70) | Free bet stake not returned | Qualifying bet must be made within 7 days | Free bet valid for 7 days | T&C's apply | General Promotions Terms apply
	[image: ]	ZulaBet	4.2/5	€100 Welcome Bonus
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 
	[image: ]	CampoBet	4.1/5	100% upto €100
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 
	[image: ]	Tonybet	4/5	€100 Bonus
	Visit Site
	 18+. T&C Apply 	






Irish Betting Sites Facts

            
               
                  	
	🥇 Best Betting Site	Fafabet
	📺 Best Site for Live Streaming:	888sport
	💸 Minimum Deposit	€1-€10
	💰 Best Bonus Betting Site	BzeeBet
	📱 Best Mobile Betting Site	Novibet
	⚽ Best Betting Site for Market Selection	Mr Play


               

            




The Best Irish Bookmakers:




Fafabet
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Pros:




	30 sports covered including football, horses and greyhounds
	Lots of promos including a daily free bet





Cons:




	Limited payment options





Ready to try a new betting site? Fafabet has become a popular option for many punters, and it’s not hard to see why.




They’re a newer betting site but they already have a good range of sports markets ready for you. With 30 sports on the docket, including football, horse racing and greyhounds, there’s bound to be something for you here.




Their promos are great, too. They start with a welcome offer, giving you up to 50 EUR in bonus bets, as well as 20 EUR to use in their associated casino. There’s also dedicated offers for several sports, including horse racing, tennis, and football.




One of their best offers is the daily free bet, which gives you up to 10 EUR based on 5% of your bets the day before. That’s a great offer for regular members.




The only real drawback here is that the site is limited in the payment types it accepts. Right now, you can only use debit cards to pay.




As a betting site, Fafabet has a lot to offer you. Why not check them out?




RhinoBet
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Pros:




	Great pricing, especially with price boosts
	Good range of in play markets





Cons:




	Not many sports covered





RhinoBet has fast found their feet in the competitive online betting scene. What makes them the place to be?




They are offering some of the best prices for their bets, even when you compare them against some of the big names in the industry. That allows you to get the most bang for your buck here. You’ll get even better deals if you check out their Price Boosts section too, as there are excellent limited time deals here.




In play betting here offers a great range of markets and sports too, so whether you’re looking to bet on the horses or the latest tennis match, there’s a market for you here. They’re always updated so you know you’ll get what you need.




The one issue we feel the site has is a general lack of sports covered. They have 19 sports on the books right now, which is a lot less than other sites out there. Hopefully they’ll add more as time goes on.




As a betting site, RhinoBet is a very solid choice. They have a lot to offer most punters, so they’re worth checking out.




BzeeBet
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Pros:




	Over 40 sports covered
	Plenty of promos ready for you





Cons:




	No live streaming





BzeeBet is just one of many new betting sites on the market. Are they a site that you should consider for your betting needs?




When it comes to sports covered, it’s very hard to beat them. Right now, they have over 40 sports covered with a large amount of markets in each. Football, horse racing and greyhounds are their most popular sports, with thousands of markets. If you want something different though, you can find Gaelic hurling and football, eSports, water polo, and a whole lot more here.




You’ll also be glad to see that the site has a large range of promos ready and waiting for you. You’re going to find regular deals here, such as Free Bet Thursdays and Bet & Spin Mondays. There’s also all the features you’d want from a betting site, like combo boosts, cash out, and a bet builder.




They offer in play betting as you’d expect, with lots of their sports covered. While you’ll have a great experience here, you should note that they don’t have live streaming available right now.




If you want a comprehensive betting site, then you can’t do much better than BzeeBet.




LeoVegas Sports
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Pros:




	Great welcome offering
	Easy to use site





Cons:




	No mobile app





LeoVegas are already well known for their casino gaming, but can they offer the same quality through their sports markets?




They start off strong by offering you a good value welcome offer. If you sign up, you’ll be able to claim a 100% profit boost, where you’ll get up to 100 EUR extra on your first bet’s winnings. That gives you a lot extra to use on the site and really put them to the test.




With many sports covered, from football and horse racing to even netball and eSports, you’re always going to find just the right bet here.




What’s really great about the site is that it offers one of the best mobile betting experiences out there, thanks to a very well optimised mobile browser site. The site was actually created with mobile users in mind, and that is obvious in the ease of use you’ll have. Because of this, you will see there isn’t a mobile app, so if you want to bet on the go there’s only one way to do so.




LeoVegas Sports are one of the best sites for mobile betting, so you’ll want to check them out right now.




888Sport
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Pros:




	30 sports covering everything you’re looking for
	Specials offering you the best prices





Cons:




	Withdrawals can take up to 7 days





888Sport are one of the biggest names in betting right now. With lots of new sites vying for the top spot, are they still the best?




With 30 different sports covered by their betting markets, you know that you can get just the bets that you’re looking for. Top sports like football, horse racing and greyhounds are all covered, as well as more niche sports like trotting and eSports.




As you’d expect from a big betting site too, their prices are some of the best around. That’s thanks to some very competitive odds, so you can get the best priced bets here. There are also 888 Specials, a regularly rotating selection of special bets that offer you even better odds, too.




When you’re ready to deposit, the site takes all top payment options, such as PayPal and Apple Pay. When you’re ready to withdraw, do be aware that some payment methods will take up to 7 days to reach you.




888Sport is still one of the best betting sites out there, so you’ll be able to get the best every time here.




MrPlay
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Pros:




	Over 30 sports covered
	Extensive in play betting





Cons:




	No mobile app available





MrPlay has fast become one of the top betting sites out there. If you’ve not tried them yet, are they the site for you?




They start off strong with over 30 sports covered by their markets. You’ll find all the top sports here, including football and horse racing. They cover a decent range of more niche sports too, like water polo, stock car racing, and a whole range of eSports. As such, there’s always going to be the right market here for you.




As you’d expect, they also offer a great in play betting experience. 11 sports are covered in this section, including football, basketball, and baseball. You’ll see there’s no live streaming, but they do offer good in game match graphics to keep you up to speed.




The site offers excellent mobile betting through it’s mobile browser version, which is well optimised for on the go use. They don’t have a mobile app though, so the site will be the only way you can do that.




As such, MrPlay offers a great betting experience, one you’ll want to try for yourself right now.




BetRegal
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Pros:




	Lots of useful features
	Great welcome offer





Cons:




	Cluttered site design





Out of all the betting sites on the market right now, is BetRegal the one that you should choose? There is a lot to recommend them.




For example, the site offers a lot of helpful features that make it easy to find just the right bet here. For example, there’s a ‘favourites’ section where you can save all your favourite bets, so you can easily find them again when you want them. There’s also sports highlights available, as well as cash out and a bet builder as you’d expect.




We really like the welcome offer that’s here too. All new members will get a 100% deposit bonus of up to 100 EUR, allowing you the chance to get some extra cash to really test the site out with.




The only real complaint we have is with the site design itself. It’s rather cluttered, making it hard to find the sections that you want. However, once you’ve been using the site for a while it will become second nature.




If you want a well made and comprehensive betting site, then you’ll want to check out BetRegal.




NoviBet
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Pros:




	Plenty of markets and features
	Live streaming available





Cons:




	No greyhounds markets





With so many sports betting sites coming onto the scene, it’s easy to forget about the stalwart sites that have come before them. With ten years under their belt, are NoviBet the place to be?




They have lots of markets in 30 different sports, so no matter what kind of bet you’re looking for, you’re very likely to find it here. They also have a good range of features, including cash out and bet builder too. The one sport they don’t cover right now is greyhounds, which we found surprising as they’re such a popular market.




They have lots more to offer in the in play betting section too. You’re able to bet on plenty of games as and when they happen, and the best part is that they offer live streaming too. That way, you can watch the game and place your bets all in one place.




You’ll also see the site offers a good range of payment options, including PayPal. That makes it very simple to sign up and start playing here.




As a betting site, NoviBet have a lot to offer you. You can join up right now and check them out.




ZulaBet
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Pros:




	Plenty of sports covered
	Good range of features





Cons:




	In play odds aren’t as good as they could be





ZulaBet is just one of many betting sites that are currently vying for your attention. When it comes to betting sites, why should you pick them?




You’ll see that they’ve brought on a large range of sports, so every fan is covered. With over 30 sports on the site, including football, horse racing, eSports, and lots more, you’re going to find the sports you’re looking for. You’ll also see they do offer a good amount of markets.




You’ll see even more markets in their in play section. You can enjoy betting as the game happens, while you keep an eye on the game through their match tracker. However, we did find that their in play markets weren’t as great as others out there.




If you want good features to take advantage of, you can find them here too. That includes a bet builder, cash out, quick bets, and a lot more. That makes it easy to make the right bet when you’re ready to make it.




ZulaBet offers a lot of value to punters, so if you haven’t already it’s time to sign up with them.




CampoBet
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Pros:




	Accepts crypto payments
	Mobile apps available





Cons:




	No live streaming





With so many betting sites on the market, CampoBet has to do a lot to impress you. Do they have what it takes?




Right off the bat, what’s interesting about them is that they accept a wide range of payment types. You’ll see all the usual ones such as debit cards and eWallets like Skrill and Neteller, but you’ll also see they accept cryptocurrency. That’s a boon for them as not many sites do accept it. At the moment it’s just a small range, including Bitcoin and Ethereum, but that’s enough for a lot of people.




Also, they offer the option to download a mobile app, too. That makes it really easy to bet while you’re on the move, and keep on top of all the action.




As for betting, most of the best action will be found in their in play betting section. Here, you’ll be able to bet on a wide variety of sports as they happen. The only downside here is that they can’t offer live streaming.




If you want a betting site that’s a little different from the norm, then you’ll want to try out CampoBet.




Intro




Along with being the home to many sports and athlete success stories over the years, the Irish also have a strong affinity for placing bets on these events. In 2019 alone, the annual turnover for sports betting was 9.8 billion Euros in Ireland, accounting for almost 40% of the total betting revenue in Europe as a whole. This is quite a feat considering Ireland has one of the smallest population sizes in Europe which speaks to the country’s love of competitive games.




With the rise in remote gambling and betting sites over the past decade or so, it is no surprise that this form of betting was most popular with the younger demographics such as the 25-34 year olds and the 18-24 year olds with percentages of 5.7 and 4.8% respectively.




Paddy Power owner, Flutter Entertainment, recorded a 43% increase in revenue of 1.7 billion Euros alone in the first quarter of 2021. This figure was up by a third from the previous year which saw revenues reach a total of 1.3 billion Euros.




In 2019, Irish betting duty receipts nearly doubled from the previous year for both traditional and remote betting vendors. The following year in 2020, the revenue collected from remote vendors finally exceeded those of traditional bookmakers for the very first time, breaking the 40 million Euro barrier by a comfortable margin, totalling 40.6 million Euros.




Betting in Ireland




Ireland is unique in that some of its most popular betting sports can only be found on its isles including Gaelic football and hurling. Along with curling, handball, rounders, camogie and Ladies football, these six sports represent the internationally renowned Gaelic Games.




Similarly, golf has also found a sporting home in Ireland thanks to some of the best players in the world hailing from there as well as its lush golf courses which cannot be found anywhere else. Rugby, athletics, boxing and of course soccer are also hugely popular sports in Ireland.




More recently, due to the immense talent and popularity of MMA and UFC champion, Conor McGregor, these two sports have seen a huge spike in popularity which corresponds to the huge rise in sports betting. Similarly, 40% of all pay-per-view sales made by the UFC in 2015 were made by McGregor alone which goes to show just how big of a draw an athlete of his calibre is.




In addition to these sports, sites like Betfree betting sites show that horse racing and greyhound racing are also two of the most popular betting sports in Ireland with 26 licensed horse racing tracks and 14 greyhound tracks.




In 2019 the Irish government published a report on the gambling habits of the population. Some of the most popular forms of gambling in Ireland were found to be lotteries and scratch cards, accounting for just over half of the number surveyed. A study in 2016 found that this was probably due to the fact that lotteries required less time, risk and knowledge for people to take part in than other forms of gambling. Just over a third of those asked reported taking part in this activity every month. A staggering 70% of those aged between 35 to 64 were found to have placed a bet the previous year.


			



		
	




	Latest Offers


	April 28, 2023 5:22 pm
Fafabet- €70 in Free Bets
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